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A B S T R A C T

In this study, a three-dimensional numerical investigation is carried out to study the flow field inside a Ran-
que-Hilsch vortex tube (RHVT) model. Flow parameters such as velocity, temperature, and pressure are plot-
ted at various locations inside the tube. The study reports the effect of cold mass fraction on the energy
separation of vortex tube . The results show that the flow inside RHVT consists of a free vortex from r/R=0 to
0.9 and a force vortex from r/R=0.9 to 1 and that heat transfer occurs from the inner core to the periphery of
the tube. Furthermore, it is observed that the minimum cold temperature and the maximum hot temperature
are achieved at different mass fractions, 0.19 and 0.8, respectively.

© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/)
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1. Introduction

Thermal management is achieved using different tools such as
heat exchanger [1], vortex tube [2], fins [3], heat pipes [4] and phase
change material [5]. A vortex tube (VT) is a thermo-fluidic device that
is capable of splitting a pressurized fluid into hot and cold currents
simultaneously, without any moving parts or chemical reactions. It
was accidently discovered by a French scientist in 1933 [6]. In 1947, a
German scientist modified the structural parameters of the tube to
improve its performance [7]. VT consists of inlet nozzles where fluid
is admitted in a tangential manner (known as vortex generator), a
strait tube, a cold orifice, and a hot orifice with a control valve to
adjust the mass flow fractions. VT has a wide range of spot cooling
applications. For instance, it is used for cooling milling machining to
preserve the properties of the work piece and protect the cutting
tools [8,9], cooling the working suits of mines workers [10], solid�li-
quid separators [11], convex mirror cooling [12] or other air-condi-
tioning systems [13]. Shmroukh et al. [14] have reported the
feasibility of using a vortex tube in water desalination.

Currently, there is no consensus on how the energy separation
effect in VT takes place. Nonetheless, many theories have been pro-
posed to explain this phenomenon [15�17]. For instance, the viscous
shear theory suggests that the angular velocity increases towards the
center and tends to conserve the angular momentum of the fluid,
which in turn transfers the excess kinetic energy to the periphery of
the tube through the shear force [15,16]. Another theory has
proposed [17] that the cause of temperature difference is a phenome-
non named “acoustic streaming”. This phenomenon relates the
acoustics waves generated at the hot outlet to the formation of some
secondary flows and turbulent eddies inside the tube.

Hilsh’s modifications [7] and the advantages of VT have motivated
the scientific community to look for further ways to improve its oper-
ating efficiency. Many experimental and numerical studies have been
carried out to investigate the effect of the structural parameters as
well as the operating conditions on the performance of the vortex
tube. Hamdan et al. [2] have experimentally investigated the effect of
4 different design parameters, namely (1) inlet pressure, (2) tube
length, (3) tube diameter, and (4) tube tapered angle, on the perfor-
mance of the vortex tube. It was reported that the inlet pressures rise
achieves a greater temperature difference until a peak value, after
which the performance starts to deteriorate [2]. It was suggested that
the performance deterioration occurs due to the inlet nozzles choked
condition. The effect of tube’s roughness has been investigated by
Parulekar [18] and it was reported that the efficiency of VT decreases
as the tube’s roughness increases. Eiamsa-ard et al. [19] have investi-
gated the effect of number of inlet nozzles on the temperature sepa-
ration. The measurements showed that the energy separation
increases with more nozzles and this improvement has been referred
to the increase in the swirl intensity. Similar results have been
reported by Dincer et al. [20] who have stated that the efficiency of
the vortex tube with 4 and 6 inlet nozzles are better than with 2 inlet
nozzles.

Beside the number of nozzles, their size also has a great effect on
the separation. Mohammadi et al. [21] have revealed that a smaller
nozzle area results in a higher separation magnitude. Also, Celik et al.
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Nomenclature

C1e Constant
C2e Constant
C3e Constant
Cp Specific heat
Gb Generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to

buoyancy
Gk Generation of turbulence kinetic energy
Pin Inlet pressure
Pref Reference pressure
Sk Turbulence kinetic energy user source term
Se User source term
Tin Inlet temperature
Vin Inlet velocity
Vt Tangential velocity
Vz Axial velocity
YM Contribution of the fluctuating dilatation to the overall

dissipation rate
L Length of the tube
R Radius of the tube
k Turbulence kinetic energy
l Distance from the origin
r Distance from the center line

Greek Symbols
r Density
m Dynamic viscosity
e Turbulence dissipation rate
D Change in value
se Turbulent Prandtl number for e
sk Turbulent Prandtl number for k

Abbreviations
RHVT Ranque-Hilsch vortex tube
VT Vortex tube
COP Coefficient of performance
Ma Mach number
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[22] have investigated the effect of nozzle to tube’s diameter ratio.
The results showed the highest cold temperature difference at an
optimum diameter ratio of 0.64. Another study [23] has presented
that increasing the number of inlet jets leads to hotter and colder cur-
rents at the outlets, which does not necessary leads to a rise in the
heating and cooling load of the VT. It has also been reported that the
minimum and the maximum temperatures do not occur at the same
mass fractions.

Working fluid is another crucial parameter in the separation. Kir-
maci [24] has tested oxygen as a working fluid and the measure-
ments showed that it gives higher temperature difference than air.
After testing various type of refrigerants, Han et al. [25] have
achieved the highest temperature difference by using R728. Kaya
et al. [26] have tested the performance of serial and parallel con-
nected RHVT, using carbon dioxide (CO2) as a working fluid . They
have reported that the efficiency of the parallel connection is higher
than that of serial connection, and using CO2 gives relatively lower
temperature difference than oxygen and air.

Employing their ability to provide details of flow structure under
different operating conditions, many scientists have used numerical
simulation to better understand the flow structure inside the VT. For
instance, Aljuwayhel et al. [27] have used 2D axisymmetric model to
numerically investigate the energy separation in a VT. It was reported
that the magnitude of radial velocity component was very small com-
pared to the axial and swirl velocities. Also, the static temperature
decreased in the radial direction, which leaded to heat transfer in the
radial direction. Skye et al. [28] has used ANSYS fluent package to
study VT flow and has tested two numerical turbulence models,
namely, standard k-e and RNG k-e. By comparing the numerical mod-
els with the experimental measurements, it has been observed that
both models under predict the outlet’s temperatures, the standard k-
e results being closer to the experimental values. Baghdad et. al [29]
have investigated the impact of the adiabatic walls assumption on
the outlets temperature difference. It was found that at small cold
mass fraction, this assumption has a mild influence compare to that
at high mass fraction.

Shamsoddini et al. [30] have used a 3D numerical model to inves-
tigate the effect of number of inlet jets on the streamlines. It has been
concluded that the streamlines followed a similar pattern as in axi-
symmetric assumption only in case of large number of nozzles. Dif-
ferent turbulence models, namely standards k-e, standard k-v, SST k-
v, and RSM, have been tested by Baghdad et al. [31]. Then, the out-
comes have been compared with published experimental data [32].
The researchers have found that all of the turbulence models are able
to predict the energy separation phenomenon. However, only the
RSM model was in agreement with the experimental temperature
difference. These findings match the outcomes of [33] who compares
the results of RNG k � e,and RSM RANS models with that of LES
model.

Behera et al. [34], using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simu-
lation, have reported that a secondary flow structure may cause dete-
rioration in the VT performance. Another numerical investigation
[35], using standards k-e, RNG k-e, standard k-v, and SST k-v, has
showed that all models are in good agreement with the experimental
work, except the RNG k-e model. This result contradicts with [26]
that has numerically investigated the energy separation in vortex
tube using k-e and RNG k-e, and reported that the RNG k- e provided
a better energy separation prediction. Thakare et al. [36] have investi-
gated the energy separation of VT using different turbulence models.
Their results have pointed out that the Spalart�Allmaras model over
predicted the cold and hot temperature, while the RSM under pre-
dicted these temperatures.

Bramo et al. [37] have used numerical simulations to test the
effect of the diameter and length of the tube on the performance of
the VT. They have claimed that the best performance was obtained
at a length to diameter ratio of 9.3. Furthermore, the study has
reported that the temperature difference between the cold and the
hot outlets increases with the length of the tube. Eiamsa-ard et al.
[38] have numerically studied the effect of both the numerical
scheme (hybrid, upwind, and second order upwind) and the turbu-
lence models (k-e and algebraic stress model (ASM) models) on the
calculation of energy separation in a parallel flow vortex tube. They
have reported that the three numerical schemes have no effect on
the prediction of the temperature difference. Farouk et al. [39] have
utilized the LES model to examine the energy separation in axisym-
metric VT model. The results have stated that the minimum total
temperature occurred near the tube center, while the maximum
temperature near the tube periphery. Furthermore, it was indicated
that the minimum value of static and total temperatures were close
to each other. Farouk et al. [39] have reported that the difference
between static and total temperatures at the periphery of the tube
was due to the conversion of kinetic energy into thermal energy. In
this regard, another numerical study [40] has used standard k-e tur-
bulence model and showed a good agreement with experimental
results.



Fig. 1. A three-dimensional model of the vortex tube in 90° sector.

Fig. 2. A two-dimensional schematic of the vortex tube with its main dimensions.
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To help aforementioned ongoing efforts, the objective of this
study is to numerically investigate the flow structure inside a vortex
tube. In this regard, a three-dimensional k-e turbulent model is used
to study the flow and energy separation due to the vortex flow. The
study also aims to examine the impact of wall treatments on the
numerical results, mainly standard and enhanced wall treatments in
properly predicting flow fields. The flow structure parameters such
as the radial distribution of velocity, pressure, and temperature at dif-
ferent locations are evaluated. Furthermore, the effect of cold mass
fraction is studied by changing the pressure of hot outlet. Finally, the
inlet Mach number is reported at different inlet pressure.
Fig. 3. Hexahedral mesh of modeled vortex tube.
2. Problem formulation

2.1. Computational domain

A schematic of the three-dimensional VT is shown in Fig. 1. The
dimensions of the vortex tube used in this study are obtained from
an earlier experimental study [41]. To reduce the computational
time, a quarter of the model is simulated with a periodic rotational
boundary condition. The dimensions used in the analysis are listed in
Table 1
Dimensions of the vortex tube.

Parameter Dimension (mm)

Tube radius (Rt) 7.24
Tube length (Lt) 97
Cold outlet length (Lc) 10
Cold outlet radius (rc) 2.715
Nozzle diameter (d) 1.6
Inlet pipe (D) 16
Table 1 and are illustrated in Fig. 2. To simplify the generation of
structured mesh, the 3D model is divided into three subdomains as
shown in Fig. 3. The numerical model is generated using a commer-
cial finite volume CFD software, ANSYS-fluent.
2.2. Governing equations

In order to obtain flow structure and temperature of air flow in a
vortex tube, one need to simultaneously solve the conservation equa-
tions with the ideal gas equation. Conservation of mass is formulated
as,

@ ruið Þ
@xi

¼ 0 ð1Þ



Fig. 4. Effect of mesh density on hot outlet temperature.
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while, conservation of momentum is,
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In this form of Navier-stocks equation the gravity force is neglected
and only pressure is considered as body force. Also, conservation of
energy is stated as,
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And, ideal gas equation of state is,

p ¼ rRT ð4Þ
where u, T and p are the time-averaged velocity, temperature, and
pressure, respectively. The u0

j and T0 represent the fluctuations in the
velocity and temperature. The fluctuations terms in the momentum
(Eq. 2) and energy (Eq. 3) equations are modelled using the Boussi-
nesq hypothesis and the simple eddy diffusivity model, respectively,
as shown in the following equations.
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where, mt, k and Prt are the turbulent viscosity, turbulent kinetic
energy and turbulent Prandtl number, respectively. The closure rela-
tionships of the turbulent Reynolds stresses u0

iu
0
j is assumed using

k � e turbulence model.
2.3. k - e turbulence model

This model is a two equations model where it solves two turbu-
lence quantities, namely turbulence kinetic energy (k) and its dissipa-
tion rate (e). The two transport equations used in this model with
eddy viscosity are,
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Fig. 5. Temperature profiles at l/L=0.62 using (a) stan
and

mt ¼ Cm
rk2

�
ð9Þ

The default values are used for the empirical constants as follow:
Cm = 0.09, C1e = 1.44, C2e = 1.92, st = 1.0 and se = 1.3.
2.4. Mesh independence

Fig. 3 shows the hexahedral mesh that is used in this study. The
first element size that ensure Y+ < 1 is 0.01 mm. To assure that the
obtained results are independent of the mesh density, a mesh inde-
pendent study is also conducted based on the observation of hot out-
let static temperature as shown in Fig. 4. It is clear that after 618,399
elements there is no substantial change in the static temperature.
Therefore, a mesh with 618,399 elements (and 0.2 mm element size)
is used to reduce the computational time.
2.5. Numerical setup and boundary conditions

A pressure solver is adopted to address the governing equation of
this study. Air, with the default physical properties given by ANSYS,
is used as a working fluid because Vortex tube is mostly used for spot
dard wall function (b) enhanced wall function.



Fig. 6. Effect of cold mass fraction on the cold and hot outlet temperatures.
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cooling, which makes air the best choice for thermal engineer due its
availability and safety. Air density is calculated using the ideal gas
law (Eq. 4). The convergence criteria are set to 10�9 for energy, while
10�6 for continuity, velocity, k, and e. Since near wall region of the VT
experiences very high velocities gradients, due to the high tangential
velocities, standard and enhanced wall treatments are examined.

In the analysis, the boundary conditions enforced are,

� Smooth, no slip and adiabatic boundary conditions at the wall
surfaces.

� Pressure inlet boundary condition of 4 bar at the inlet.
� Pressure outlet boundary condition of 0.5 bar at the hot outlet.
This value is varied to test different mass fraction.

� Pressure outlet boundary condition of 0 bar at the cold outlet.
� Rotational periodic boundary condition about the axis of the
tube.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 5 illustrates the dimensionless temperature profiles in the
radial direction for both standard and enhanced wall treatments. The
dimensionless temperature is obtained dividing by the nozzle total
inlet temperature. From the Fig., there is no doubt that the enhanced
wall treatment offers more realistic results than the standard treat-
ment. Fig. 5 (a) of the standard treatment suggests that the total and
static temperature are not equal at the wall surfaces, regardless of no
slip condition. This issue appears clearly with [42] who’s results
showed that the three velocity component, namely axial, radial, and
tangential, are not equal to zero at the walls. In contrary and more
accurately, the enhanced wall function in Fig. 5 (b) shows that the
total and static temperature are equal as expected. The disagreement
between the two wall treatments is due to the first element size. The
smaller element size approaches closer to the wall surface with a
zero velocity to obtain similar total and static temperature values.
Therefore, the more accurate enhanced wall treatment is employed
for the rest of the study.

Cold mass fraction is another common parameter used to describe
a vortex tube performance. It is a fraction of the cold mass flow rate
and the total mass entering the vortex tube (e ¼ _mc= _min). The effects
of cold mass fraction on the dimensionless outlet temperatures are
shown in Fig. 6. The CFD results of this Fig. are in agreement with the
experimental results of [41]. The numerical results in Fig. 6 (a)
convince that the numerical model is capable of predicting the
energy separation in the VT at different cold mass fractions. The inlet
mass flow rate enters the VT in a tangential form at the room temper-
ature and separates to cold and hot mass flow rates due to the vortex
flow. The cold mass fraction varies at different hot outlet pressures.
As hot outlet pressure increases, the nearby fluid reverses its direc-
tion toward the cold outlet and causes an increase in the cold mass
fraction. The outlet temperatures and cold mass fraction have a non-
monotonic relation. At zero cold mass fraction (e = 0), the hot mass
flow rate is equal to the inlet mass flow rate. On the other hand, at a
cold mass fraction value of one (e = 1), the entire inlet flow leaves
through the cold outlet section. Therefore, no energy separation
occurs at both extreme cold mass fraction values of zero or one, due
to the single outlet. As shown in Fig. 6 (a), the hot and cold outlet
temperatures reach to a peak value at different cold mass fractions.

As can be seen from Fig. 6, the coldest temperature ratio is
obtained at a cold mass fraction value of 0.19, while the hottest is at
0.8. The experimental investigation in [41] suggests that the mini-
mum temperature ratio and the maximum COP are obtained at differ-
ent cold mass fractions, which was correlated in Eq. 9.

Fig. 7 (a) shows the tangential fluid velocity that varies with
radius direction at different axial locations along the VT. This trend
reveals the fact that the flow structure inside the vortex tube consists
of a forced vortex (Rankin vortex) and free vortex. In the forced vor-
tex region (r=R from 0 to 0.9), the fluid velocity increases linearly
with radius, while in the free vortex region (r=R from 0.9 to 1.0), the
fluid velocity decreases nonlinearly with radius and reaches to zero
at the wall surfaces. Moreover, as seen from the Fig., the fluid velocity
at the center decreases as the fluid moves towards the hot end and
approaches to zero just before the hot valve, at z/L=0.88. Figs. 7 (b)
and 7 (c) shows the axial and tangential velocities, respectively. In
Fig. 7 (b), the inner region of the VT moves toward the cold outlet,
while the fluid near the wall moves toward the hot outlet. The diame-
ter of this inner region decrease as fluid moves towards the hot end.
For example, at z/L=0.15 the radius ratio is 0.65, while at z/L=0.46 the
radius ratio is about 0.5. At z/L=0.15, majority of fluid with a negative
axial velocity either leave through the cold outlet or split into two
portions. This motion is clearly visible in Fig. 8, where the fluid
domain divides into three parts. The first portion circulates in the
vortex generator region, the second part leaves through the cold end,
and the third one leaves through the hot end. In the peripheral region
the axial velocity magnitude decreases along the tube length, while
increases in the central region. This trend is due to the momentum
transfer from the outer (no slip condition at the wall surface) to the
core region.

Fig. 7 (c) shows that the total fluid velocity varies in radial direc-
tion at different axial locations along the VT. Also, the fluid in the
inner and outer regions rotates in the same direction. The tangential
velocity component in Fig. 7 (a) is significantly larger than the axial
component in Fig. 7 (b) and dominates the total velocity to have a
similar profile. However, the total flow is dominated by the axial
velocity near the center since the tangential velocity approaches to
zero. In short, the inner region of the VT is dominated by the axial
flow while the periphery region is dominated by tangential.

Fig. 9 (a) shows that the static pressure has a positive gradient in
the radial direction and peaks at the wall surface. On the other hand,
this gradient decreases as the fluid flows towards the hot end due to
the decaying vortex, as shown in Fig. 7 (c). For example, at z/L=0.15
the difference between the central and the peripheral static pressures
is the maximum. Then, this difference decreases along the tube and
reaches to its minimum value at z/L=0.88. This trend indicates that,
the angular velocity, hence the static pressure gradient can reach to
zero for longer tubes. The radial density profile of the working fluid is
shown in Fig. 10. It can be observed from the Fig. that the density
increases in the radial direction. This density variation is due to the
centrifugal force that pushes the fluid away from the center.



Fig. 7. Velocity profiles inside the vortex tube at different locations (a) tangential magnitude (b) axial velocity (c) total velocity.
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From Fig. 9 (b), it can clearly be observed that the total pressure
profile and the velocity have the same trend of increasing in radial
direction to peak at the periphery. Then, the pressure decreases to
reach to the static pressure at the wall surface due to no slip condi-
tion. It worth mentioning that, although the velocity magnitude
decreases along the tube length, the total pressure increase in this
direction. Hence, the static pressure change dominates that of the
Fig. 8. Velocity streamlines
dynamic pressure as in Eq. 10.

Ptotal ¼ Pstatic þ
rV2

2
ð10Þ

Fig. 11 (a) shows the radial variation of the static temperature at
different locations in the VT. The temperature profile has a negative
gradient in the radial direction, which indicates heat conduction
at the periodic surface.



Fig. 9. Pressure profiles inside the vortex tube at different locations (a) static pressure (b) total pressure.

Fig. 10. Density profile inside the vortex tube at different locations.
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from the near axis region to the peripheral region. This outcome is
due to the contradicting effect of pressure and density on the static
temperature as T=P/(rR). The increase in the static pressure is not suf-
ficient to accommodate the increase in density, which consequently
leads to a decrease in the static temperature. As fluid flows towards
the hot outlet, the amount of heat conducted radially decreases due
to a lower temperature difference. For instance, at z/L=0.15, the radial
temperature drop is about 10 K, while at z/L=0.88mm it is about 3 K.
On the other hand, static temperature increases in the axial direction,
which confirms that the heat is conducted from the hot to the cold
outlet side. This heat transfer phenomena cannot be neglected, due
to the nature of swirl flow in the VT. Swirl flow significantly increase
the contact area and the residence time of fluid layers, hence the heat
transfer between them. It worth noting that, the radial temperature
drop violates the secondary flow theory. The theory claims that the
secondary circulations work as a refrigeration cycle where it absorbs
heat from the cold core (center) and reject it to the near wall region.

Fig. 11 (b) presents that the total temperature is the minimum at
the center and increases in the radial direction. This profile is due to
the nature of velocity distribution inside the VT. Despite of the
velocity reduction, the total temperature increases in the axial direc-
tion. This contradiction is due to conversion of kinetic energy into
heat by shear forces. At z/L=0.88mm, near the tip of the valve, the
static and the total temperatures are equal because of the stagnation
of the fluid at this region. Another remarkable outcome that should
be pointed out is that at the near wall region with no slip condition,
the static and total temperatures become equal as fluid flow along
the tube, which is in agreement with the larger eddy simulation
model in [34].

4. Conclusion

The flow field inside a real RHVT is investigated numerically using
a three-dimensional standard k � e turbulence model. Velocity, pres-
sure, and temperature radial profiles are plotted at various tube loca-
tions. These investigations enabled the following main conclusions to
be drawn.

� Enhanced wall function gives more realistic results than the
standard wall function, since it validates the fact that the total
and static temperatures are equal at the wall surfaces of the
tube at Y+ < 1.

� The flow structure inside RHVT consists of a forced vortex that
occupies a big portion of the fluid domain (from r/R=0 to 0.9)
and a free vortex that exists at the periphery of the tube (from
r/R=0.9 to 1).

� At the near wall region, the large velocity gradient of the tan-
gential component enhance the transfer of the centrifugal force
between fluid layers due to the shear stress and viscosity of the
fluid.

� The axial velocity profile indicates that a large amount of fluid
return towards the cold end, which decreases along the tube
length. Also, a momentum transfer occurs from the near wall to
the core region.

� The static and total pressures are equal at the wall surface due
to no slip condition.

� In spite of the fact that pressure in the peripheral region is
higher than that in the near axis region, the radial velocity com-
ponent is very small due to the centrifugal force that pushes the
fluid particles away from the center.

� The relation between the static pressure and temperature is not
directly proportional. Therefore, in the high-pressure region a low



Fig. 11. Temperature profiles inside the vortex tube at different locations (a) static temperature (b) total temperature.
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static temperature occur, while in the low-pressure region a high
static temperature. This indirect relation emphasis the fact that
the static pressure difference between center and the periphery
of the tube cannot be considered as a cooling mechanism.

� Heat transfer occurs in two directions, radially from the center
to wall and longtudinally from hot to cold outlet.

� Fluid expansion is the only cooling mechanism that is observed
in the VT as the minimum temperature occurs only at the vor-
tex generator region. Consequently, it is more convenient to
regard a VT as a heater with heat separation capability.

� The relationship between cold mass fraction and outlet temper-
atures is non-monotonic. Therefore, an optimum value of the
maximum hot and the minimum cold temperatures should be
carefully evaluated as they were obtained at e = 0.19 and 0.8
respectively.
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